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ABSTRACT

Variations of temperature in heat exchanger are very complex in terms of control and

analysis. Therefore, due to its complexity, it's crucial to develop an advanced process

control schemes yirauh^ioit for regulatory comrul •;;!' k hc^l exchanger's opcrau^

temperature. Thus, it's proposed that in this project the development of advanced process

a very essentia concept in developing an effective- control svstem in which will reflect

QevelorM'Hfr rjr-infigjs of T^nvsif"9! on^OeSSv^ '^Q. >}"*?• fl.\yyv n?od::*^ 1hf?""fa;"*]vL'!:-. fit? lo:^

Illicit. \i/-i?r"-- fpivoc niloi?
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND OF STUDY

The process chosen for this project is about the Heat Exchanger dynamics problem,

specifically regarding the variationof temperature, betweenhot and cold temperature.

Heat Exchanger dynamics problem is very complex and tedious in terms of control dnd

also analysis. Thus, by developing fuzzy model, it can provide the alternative solution

towards analyzing and controlof Heat Exchanger dynamics problem. The fuzzy model

was developed by using the Fuzzy Toolbox provided by MATLAB 7.1.



1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

Varyingtemperature in the reactorwhen the reactionprocess is undergo could make

problemto the reactionyield, thus fail the process. Therefore, it is important to have a

better control strategy such that the variation oftemperature can be minimized and

controlled. Nowadays, many of controllers are designed and used for the process. Thus,

this projectare mainlyabout to find most suitable controller for heat exchanger, and

proved Fuzzy Logic is best controller among others.



1.3 OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE OF STUDY

1.3.1 Objective

- To model advanced regulatory control scheme to control the operating
temperature ofa reactor using SIMULINK in MATLAB

- To get the suitabletuning formula for PI and PID controllers that best fits

with each advanced control scheme and provide the desired response of
temperature versus time

- To design a Fuzzy Logic Control (FLC) as an alternative approach in
process controlof a reactor's operation

- To assist in a processoptimization

1.3.2 Scope of study

The scope of study for modeling an Advanced Regulatory of a Heat Exchanger
project covers:

- Model an advanced control schemes which are as Feedback Feed

Forward control, Cascade Control, Feed Forward Control, Adaptive
Control and Inferential Control, Fuzzy Logic Control using SIMULINK
in MATLAB.

- Selection for best tuning formulas for PI and PID controllers that best fits

with each advanced control scheme and give desired result for
temperature control

- Designing the Fuzzy Logic Control with its specific controller as an

alternative approach to control the heat exchanger's operating
temperature.

- Proving Fuzzy Logic Control is more advantageous compared to other
controller.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 HEAT EXCHANGER

A heat exchanger is a device built for efficient heat transfer from one medium to

another, whether the media are separated by a solid wall so that they never mix, or the

media are in direct contact. They are widely used in space heating, refrigeration, air

conditioning, power plants, chemical plants, petrochemical plants, petroleum refineries,

and natural gas processing. One common example of a heat exchanger is the radiator in

a car, in which a hot engine-cooling fluid, like antifreeze, transfers heat to air flowing

through the radiator.

2.2 CONTROL STRATEGY: CLOSE LOOP CONCEPT

Any systems that utilize feedback are called closed-loop control systems. The feedback

is usedto make decisions aboutchanges to the control signal that drives the process. By

contrast, an open-loop control system doesn't have or doesn't use feedback.

A closed-loop control system is one in which an input forcing function is determined in

part by the system response. The measured response of a physical system is compared

with a desired response. The difference between these two responses initiates actions

that will result in the actual response of the system to approach the desired response.

This in turn drives the difference signal toward zero. Typically the difference signal is

processed by anotherphysicalsystem, which is called a compensator, controller, or filter

for real-time control system applications. A basic closed-loop control system can be

represented by the general block diagram shown in the Figure 1.
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Figure 1: The concept ofthefeedback loop to control the dynamic behavior ofthe

outputoftheprocess.

In this configuration a feedback component is applied together with the input R. The

difference between the input and feedback signals is applied to the controller. In

responding to this difference, the controller acts on the process forcing C to change in

the direction that will reduce the difference between the input signal and the feedback

component. This, in turn, will reduce the input to the process and result in a smaller

change in C. This chain of events continues until a time is reached when C

approximately equals R.

A closed-loop system is able to regulate itself in the presence of disturbance or

variations in its own characteristics. In this aspect, a closed-loop system has a distinct

advantage over an open-loop system.

2.3ADVANCED PROCESS CONTROL

Several of control strategies are involved in this project, suchas adaptive, cascade,

feedback, feed forward, feedback-feedforward, inferential and smith.

2.3.1 Feed Forward Control

Since control action can only occur if a deviation occurs between the set point and the

measured variable, perfect control is not possible. Therefore, feedback control fails to

provide predictive control action to compensate for the effects of known disturbances.

Feed forward control was developed to counter some of these limitations. Its basic



premise is to measure the important disturbance variables and then take corrective

compensatory action based on a process model. The basic concept is to measure

important disturbance variables and take corrective action before they upset the

processes. Feed forward control theoretically can become a perfect control and it will

not affect the stability of the system.

2.3.2 Cascade Control

Cascade control is also widely used in the chemical process industries and especially in

cases where there may be nonlinear behavior in the dynamics of the control loop. It also

addresses the main drawback of conventional feedback control namely the fact that

control action only occurs where the controlled variable deviates from the set point.

Cascade control implementation is a familiar task because the architecture is comprised

of two ordinary controllers from the PID family. Cascade is specifically designed for

improved disturbance rejection. In a traditional feedback loop, a controller adjusts a

manipulated variable so the measured process variable remains at set point. The cascade

design requires that you identify a secondary process variable (call the main process

variable associated with original control objective the primary variable). This secondary

process variable must meet certain criteria

- It must be measurable with a sensor,

- The same valve used to manipulate the primary variable must also manipulate

the secondary variable,

- The same disturbances that disrupt the primary variable must also disrupt the

secondary variable,

- The secondary variable must be inside the primary process variable, which

means it responds well before the primary variable to disturbances and final

control element manipulations.

A cascade requires two sensors and two controllers but only one final control element

because the output of the primary controller, rather than going to a valve, becomes the

set point of the secondary controller. With this nested architecture, success in a cascade



implementation requires that the settling time of the(inner) secondary loop is

significantly faster than the settling time of the primary (outer) loop.

2.3.3 Feedback Feed Forward Control

Feedback and feed forward controllers can be combined in several different ways. In a

typical control configuration, outputs of feed forward and feed back controllers are

added together and the sum is the signal that is sent to the final control element.

An alternative configuration for Feedback Feed Forward control action is its control

loop to have the feedback controller output serves as the set point for the feed forward

controller. It is convenient especially when the Feed Forward control law is designed

using steady state material and energybalances. Furthermore, the powerful combination

of Feed Forward and feedback control utilize the best of both approaches since Feed

Forward control works by reducing the effects of measured disturbances and feedback

control provides the necessary compensation for the effects of model and measurement

inaccuracies as well as unmeasured disturbances

2.3.4 Adaptive Control

An adaptive control is one in which the controller parameters are adjusted automatically

to compensate for changing process conditions. Examples of changing process

conditions that may require controller retiming are:

- changes in equipment characteristics - heat exchanger fouling, catalyst

deactivation

- Unusual operational status - start up, shutdown, failures

- Inherent nonlinear behavior

Changes in product specifications or product flow rates

When the process changes can be anticipated or measured directly, and the process is

reasonably well understood, the gain scheduling approach (programmed adaptation) can

be employed. The adaptive controller is also known as self tuning controllerwhere the

parameters in the process model are updated as new data are acquired (using on line



estimation methods), and the control calculations are based on updated model. Three set

computations are employed in adaptive controls which are estimation of the model

parameters, calculation of the controller settings and implementation of the controller

output in a feedback loop.

2.3.5 Inferential

Inferential control is employed where process measurements that can be obtained more

rapidly are used with mathematical model sometimes called of a soft sensor to infer the

value of the controlled variable. This control scheme is used at the situation where the

measurements of controlled variable may no be available frequently enough or quickly

enough to be used for feedback control. The concept of inferential control can be

employed for operation such as in chemical reactors where composition is normally the

controlled variable. Selected temperature measurements can be used to estimate the

outlet composition if in can not be measured on line.

2.3.6 Fuzzy Logic Control

Fuzzy logic is derived from fuzzy set theory dealing with reasoning that is approximate

rather than precisely deduced from classical predicate logic. It can be thought of as the

application side of fuzzy set theory dealing with well thought out real world expert

values for a complex problem. Degrees of truth are often confused with probabilities.

However, they are conceptually distinct; fuzzy truth represents membership in vaguely

defined sets, not likelihood of some event or condition. This activity is aimed to

investigate the application of the fuzzy logic paradigm for the control of dynamic

system. Fuzzy logic in control has been successful used to capture heuristic control laws

obtained from human experience or engineering practice in automated algorithm. These

control laws are defined by means of linguistic rule, for example "if the pressure is high,

then decrease the pump power". The heuristic approach in the controller design can be

appealing for its simplicity, but formal design method can be mandatory in some cases.

There are two fuzzy methods which are Surgeno and Mamdani. Mamdani's fuzzy



inference method is the most commonly seen fuzzy methodology. Mamdani's method

was among the first control systems built using fuzzy set theory. Mamdani-type

inference, as we have defined it for the Fuzzy Logic Toolbox, expects the output

membership functions to be fuzzy sets. After the aggregation process, there is a fuzzy set

for each output variable that needs defuzzification. It is possible, and in many cases

much more efficient, to use a single spike as the output membership functions rather

than a distributed fuzzy set. This is sometimes known as a singleton output membership

function, and it can be thought of as a pre-defuzzified fuzzy set. It enhances the

efficiency of the defuzzification process because it greatly simplifies the computation

required by the more general Mamdani method, which finds the centroid of a two-

dimensional function. Rather than integrating across the two-dimensional function to

find the centroid, we use the weighted average ofa few data points.



3.1 Flow of Methodology

CHAPTER 3
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Define problem
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and organization

Develop Feedback
Control using MATLAB

Final Result

Figure 2: Flow Chart of FYP Methodology
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CHAPTER 4

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

4.1 DATA GATHERED

Figure3: ProcessModel of Heat Exchanger Dynamics

Fromthe process model of HeatExchanger Dynamics, several equation andrelation are

designed.

For cold temperature;

UA / Wc.Cpc (T2 - Tl) = dTl / dT

For hot temperature;

UA / Wh.Cpc (T2 - Tl) = dT2 / dT

Where;

Wc = AMV = 10

K = APV/(Atime/AMV)

G(s) = K. D/(5s+l)

Wh = AMV=10

K = process gain

D = time delay

11
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4.2 CONTROLLER TUNING

From process model and data gathered, the process control schemes are constructed in

the SIMULINKby arranging and link the different types of blocks.

The process control schemes that involved in this project are:

i. Adaptive

ii. Cascade

iii. Feedback

iv. Feedforward

v. Feedback-Feedforward

vi. Inferential

vii. Smith

Each control scheme in SIMULINK is evaluated by using PI and PID controllers and the

temperature response versus time then is analyzed. The purpose of controller tuning is to

determine the tuning formula for that best suit with controllers in every control scheme.

The tuning process is done by using the SIMULINK and M-File.

*fc3 Editor- P" FiiLiPi'Mf Fiu :.*m - JjnOT UeAiliiMt AnAd-.'jm«l Eiiiulat
File Edit I=tt Cell Tool* Debug Desktop Window Help

Ot E& f.!Ofi "' !D

3.-73/Q. 61-7; Tl-5. 4S4/0 . 617;dl=0.Ol;

r.:-1 .if -V.'^TP- ijtert.-

IS :• r .. , i .

17 - Kc-1.4/Kl;Ti=0-72*rTl;T<i=O;

18 - star caTP_ciit=i==icl=_PI- ) ;

19 - flonce(Z);

20 - ploc(TUre,Pmce33);

W}| CGTF_.;iiKfltk_Pl
hi, E.lit Iti^-. imiuljuon Foinuc lool; bH|

d e? ra s

opi-n<'D:\final Year Fi

open ( ' !"•: '. F i ndl Tljc.c F i
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cidh che Help insnu.

joellng An Juavancea Reaulecory Cor

«* ta as &

Figure 8 : The relationship between M-File and SIMULINK
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4.3 DATA ANALYSIS

There are a number of tuning formulas for controllers in each control scheme for each

control problem that have been evaluated using SIMULINK and M-File. After the

analyzing process, only one tuning formula in each control scheme that give best control

performance of heat exchanger's operating temperature is chosen.

These are the list of the graph on temperature response versus time for selected tuning

formulas:
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4.4 SELECTION FOR THE BEST CONTROLLER TUNING FORMULAS

Based on the simulation that has been done, observed that only two controller are chosen

in each control scheme.

- Close Loop Sain and Ozgen, Feedback Controller

- Close Loop Mcmillan Response, Feedforward Controller

Characteristics Control Scheme

Feedback Control Feedforward Control

Settling Time 5 minutes for set point
change, and 8 minutes for
disturbance change

Faster with 10 minutes for

set point change and 12
minutes for disturbance

change
Oscillation No oscillation for set point

change but has oscillations
for disturbance change

No oscillation for set point
change but has oscillation
for disturbance change

Table 1 : Comparison between Feedback with Feed Forward Control

From the observation, it isnoticed that Feedback Controller provides a better response
thafl the Feed Forward in term of settling time and oscillation.

Comparisonbetween Feedback Controller and Fuzzy Logic:

Characteristics Control Scheme

feedback Control Fuzzy Logic Control
Settling Time 5 miliutes for set point

change, and 8 minutes for
disturbance change

Faster than 5 minutes for
set point change and 8
ittiflutes for disturbance
chaiige

Oscillation No oscillation for set point
change but has oscillations
for disturbance change

No oscillation for set Jjoint
change but has oscillation
fbr disturbance change

Table 2 : Comparison between Feedback Control with FLC

From the observation, it is noticed that Fuzzy Logic Controller provides a better
response than the Feedback in term of settling time and oscillation.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

5.1 CONCLUSION

As a conclusion, Fuzzy Logic Controller is the best controller to control variation of

temperature in Heat Exchanger.

5.2 RECOMMENDATION

After completing this Final Year ResearchProject, the author would like to make a note

of a few recommendations for improvement in the future.

Give more information regarding the topic to the student.

Give more opportunity to student to study about the topic by providing adjunct lecture

regarding the topic.

27
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